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Research area: theory and history of culture.

The artists have always paid attention to decoration of children’s literature. Illustrating collections of fairy tales, poems, primers and other printed publications, the target audience of which were children, has been main occupation of such outstanding masters as I.Ia. Bilibin, A.N. Benois, M.V. Dobuzhinskii, V.G. Suteev, V.M. Konashevich and many others.

Introducing children with their native culture, with other cultures, is carried out, among other things, through a book, in the structure of which illustration plays a significant role. Such authors as M.A. Alueva (2010) and O.E. Nechaeva (2008) note that in many respects the child’s attention is attracted by the visual image. Illustration gives children a better understanding of a text that they either read by themselves or listen to. Such authors as G.A. Kuliupina, Ia.V. Zhukova, V.V. Tiukhtina (2014) pay...
attention to illustration possibilities in the children’s book structure.

Thus, a book, a mandatory element of which is illustration and other elements of its decoration, becomes a kind of a conductor contributing to learning a native or foreign culture, its adequate perception and formation of the aesthetic and philosophical conceptions of a person from the very childhood. That is why it is so important to analyze how the books for children of the Indigenous peoples in the North, Siberia and the Far East are illustrated, and define the basic techniques and tools chosen by the artists in the context of the problem of transmission of national colors and features of the world-view of different ethnic groups living in the studied region.

An important factor in determining the relevance of the chosen topic for the study is the fact that the works of art, including book illustration, can effectively contribute to the design of different identities: regional, ethnic, national and ethnocultural. Research on this subject was conducted by A.V. Kistova (2011, 2013), N.M. Libakova (2012, 2015), E.A. Sertakova (2015), N.A. Seredkina (2013, 2014), N.N. Pimenova (2013), M.A. Kolesnik (2015).

Such Soviet and Russian illustrators as E.K. Evenbakh, N.G. Basmanova, E.M. Rachev, V.V. Egorov, L. Egorova (collections of fairy tales of the peoples of the North and Siberia), E.S. Gorokhovskii (Dolgan fairy tales), E.A. Bel’mach, K.V. Ovchinnikov (Chukchi, Nanai, Nenets fairy tales), G. Spirin, Kh.A. Avrutis (Khanty fairy tales), L. Popova (collection of Dolgan fairy tales edited by V.P. Bettu, for a collection of poems by Ogdo Aksenova) have created illustrations for children’s literature of the indigenous peoples of the North and Siberia. Among the artists working on decoration of collections of fairy tales of the peoples of the Far East and Siberia, we can single out G.D. Pavlishin and I.G. Pavlishina. T.Ia. Koroleva (Nivkh fairy tales) specializes in patterns created in the tradition of arts and crafts of the Nivkh people living in the territory of Sakhalin.

Modern illustrators of the Dolgan folklore are E. Porotov and Iu. Porotova who work in the art of computer graphics and live in the Krasnoyarsk Territory.

It should be noted that on the Internet there is not much information on all the listed authors, and it is very hard to find monographs or articles in periodicals. However, the credibility of such artists as G.D. Pavlishin, N.G. Basmanova and E.M. Rachev in the field of book illustration is undeniable, as evidenced by the number and frequency of republication of books with their works. Particular attention should also be paid to the artists working with book publishers of the Krasnoyarsk Territory and residing there, since their activities are not covered in the scientific literature. Meanwhile, the Territory is home to a large number of the indigenous peoples of the North. Throughout the twentieth century huge work on collecting materials on the folklore of these peoples has been carried out, which has contributed to the emergence of a number of collections for children with colorful illustrations.

**Research Methodology**

The purpose of this article is to systematize the material and write a review on how, when and who decorated children’s publications related to the folklore (fairy tales, riddles, poems, etc.) and adaptation of fairy tales of the indigenous peoples of the North, Siberia and the Far East. It is also important to determine what characteristics of visual images presented in printed publications, what features of people, lifestyle, art and ideas about the world the artists visualize, and what ideas on the ethnic groups children will get when reading these books.

In the context of the problem we used an analytical and descriptive method, because to this
day no work was carried out in the description and systematization of children's literature of the indigenous peoples of the North on the basis of its specific decoration.

Furthermore, the study was based on the principles of philosophical-art-historical analysis developed by V.I. Zhukovsii and N.P. Koptseva (2004, 2011).

Moreover, the structure of the current study included elements of a semiotic analysis, especially in the part where the analysis of book decoration is carried out using the national ornament elements.

**Literature review**

The research literature on illustrating children's books is quite extensive. It can be divided into several blocks.

One of these blocks is literature on how a book illustration affects the perception of a child in the process of reading. M.V. Mikhailova and M.A. Milovzorova (2015) write about the social and cultural role of illustrations in children's books, identify a number of important functions performed by illustration: cognitive, communicative, integrative and humanizing functions, and also note a huge role of illustrations in the process of socialization of children, in the development of their creative abilities and aesthetic sense.

Let us distinguish the article by E.V. Iuzhakova (2015), which focuses on history of the Leningrad school of children’s book illustrations and describes the 1920’s in the development of the national art of illustration.


O.V. Pozdniakova (2013) also raises an issue on the relevance of the typographic practice for children in the age of digital technology, introduces with the diverse methods and techniques of illustrating modern publications, and comes to the conclusion that a printed book contributes to the establishment of communication links of a child and strengthening of family relationships.

S.D. Borodina, Iu.G. Emanova, M.K. Iao (2013) in their article introduce a concept of “relevant illustration”, point out that it should be mandatory for children’s books, and describe the achievements of the Soviet school of illustration in this area, since the artists worked in accordance with the recommendations offered by experts in the field of psychology. A similar perspective is also considered by A.A. Pavlov (2015) by the example of the creative work of the artist and art historian V.N. Liakhov.

The article by O.E. Nechaeva (2008) presents an analysis of major problems associated with the use of a folklore material in contemporary typography. It also provides a list of authors who have ever covered in their writings the main issues related to the decoration of books. The author draws attention to the need for thoughtful and diligent work of an artist-illustrator with primary sources, especially when working on books for children so there would not be a stereotypical misconception about culture of a certain people. O.E. Nechaeva writes about the main possible ways, in which the artists can interpret the folk tradition: stylization, direct quotation, creating a new artistic image. In her opinion, the artist should not ignore the fonts, patterns and the peculiarities of the color score.

The literature on creativity of individual illustrators should be allocated in a separate, though small, unit.

E.Z. Gankina (1963) writes about illustrators of children’s books working from the end of the 19th century till the 60’s of the 20th century, covers the main stages and their features in the development of Soviet art of book graphics.
The article by O.B. Vakhromeev (2016) is devoted to the artist-illustrator Evgeniia K. Evenbakh (1889-1981), and pays special attention to her contribution to the development of culture of the peoples of the North. A monograph by V.S. Matafonov (1988) is also devoted to her creative methods.

Course of the study and its results

Since there is quite a large number of publications of children’s literature of the peoples of the North, the course of the study appears to be constructed as follows: at first, we should describe the major milestones in illustrating children’s literature that correspond to the stages of data collection and study of these peoples from the end of the 19th century to this day; then proceed with the analysis of the main methods, by which the artists present an ethnic group in the book decoration, and features of the ethnos representation in different regions (in West and East Siberia and the Far East); and, finally, it seems necessary to carry out the philosophical, art-historical and semiotic analysis of several illustrations made by the most outstanding artists in order to identify the image of various ethnic groups.

The earliest of the found illustrations in children’s books on the interested subject include works by the artist Evgeniia K. Evenbakh (1889-1981), a representative of the Leningrad art school. These are the illustrations from the period of the 1930’s of the 20th century, when E.K. Evenbakh worked on the design of primers for the Kets, the Nanai and the Khanty, and also created a series of illustrations for fairy tales of the Nanai. It is interesting that the artist participated in expeditions to the peoples living in the Far East and knew about life and living conditions. E.K. Evenbakh was one of the rare artists who sought her artistic objectives by a thorough study of culture of the peoples, sought to convey plausible life details aiming, in this case, not only at children, but also at the adult audience. It should also be noted that E.K. Evenbakh worked in a period when in the country a systematic work on the creation and production of print literature in the indigenous languages was carried out, therefore, the artists collaborated with the scientists and participated in the research themselves.

In the same period, Natalia G. Basmanova (1906-2000) has begun to work together with E.K. Evenbakh in Leningrad and, by an example of her works from to the 1960’s we can see the basic principles that guided the illustrators in the mid-twentieth century in decorating children’s literature of the indigenous peoples. The book “Cuckoo” consists of two folk tales: the Nanai “Ayoga” and the Nenets “Cuckoo”. A muted colour palette based on the contrast of a palette of gray and yellow-green hues that the illustrator uses in decoration of the whole book conveys not only the severity and intensity of the plot of moralizing tales with a tragic ending, but also aims to visualize the atmosphere of harsh and cold nature of the North. Influence of the work with E.K. Evenbakh in the prewar period, a thorough study of culture and life of the peoples of the North are evident in the illustrations for these two little tales. In the drawings of the main characters – four children of a woman who turned into a cuckoo and Ayoga, N.G. Basmanova focuses on the details of clothing and introduces a pattern, which relates specifically to the Nenets and Nanai cultures. However, the reader’s attention is focused on the emotional mood that is transmitted by illustrations.

tales about animals, being, first of all, an animal artist. The North coloration in his illustrations to this collection is conveyed due to the fact that animals are dressed as people: in parks, bakari, pimy, live in chums and ride their sleds. Here, like in the graphics of N.G. Basmanova, a colour range is in cold tones messaging features of the weather and climate conditions, in which the tales take place. National characteristics of the peoples living on the territory of the North and Siberia are represented only through drawings of clothing of fairy-tale characters that is specifically tailored and decorated with fur and ornaments. In addition, the artist uses small ornamental insertions at the end of tales stylized as a traditional ornament of the indigenous peoples of the North.

V.V. Egorov and L.A. Egorova in many respects similarly decorate the collection “Fairy tales of the peoples of the North” with the only difference that, like for many children’s books of the 1990’s, the colour range becomes brighter and more eye-catching. In the drawings the artists endow animals with anthropomorphic features portraying them dressed up in clothes, actively use decorative inserts on every page of the book. All these patterns are purely decorative design of the book, and they are placed without any compliance with the texts. For example, the ornament adorning the cover page that precedes the block of tales of the Dolgans, is not characteristic of the traditional ornament used in clothing and adornments of this ethnic group. In this collection the illustrators concentrate primarily on the image of animals, which allows the reader to form an idea of the diverse fauna of Siberia, the North and the Far East. Human images are rare, but they also embody the supremacy of the animal world: for example, on the only illustration with the main human characters, beautiful Ayoga is shown at the moment of becoming a bird, and a few pictures of people placed in the ending of the tales are generalized in a typical image of a Northerner clothed in fur with coloured ornaments. On the pages of the book we see a hunter with a dog, a
young couple in fur clothes, a shaman in a bird
mask, more looking like a beast than a man, and
finally, a deer rider. It should be noted that the
objects of everyday life and human dwellings are
shown in the illustrations very sparingly. The
artists pay the greatest attention to the image of
the natural world denoting the typical features
of the northern landscapes: snow, northern
lights, ice, pine and birch forests, mountains of a
fantastic shape.

A stylization technique is quite popular
for many publications of tales of the North and
Siberia. For example, the artist Kh.A. Avrutis
makes illustrations looking like images on a
carpet, which is emphasized by uneven edges
of the frame. Some images resemble fur mosaic,
which is typical of masters developing traditional
crafts of the indigenous peoples of the North.

An example of successful combination of
vivid images and interesting details that form
an idea of culture of the peoples inhabiting the northern territory of the Krasnoyarsk Territory is the collection “Legends and tales of the polar night”. A group of authors worked on the decoration of this book. The emphasis is made on the representation of a traditional costume of ethnoses whose tales were included in the collection. Diverse cultures are combined due to the artistic solution by an interesting and elegant way: the images of ribbons embroidered with a traditional ornament serve as a guiding thread that gradually extends through all the pages of the book. The ribbons decorated by an ornament are rendered as a kind of a framework for the cover of the book, which itself carries information about the world order principles that are universal to all cultures. The illustration on the cover is divided into three areas symbolizing the underworld, the world inhabited by humans and the celestial space. It also determines the specificity of the space, in which a human exists, and establishes the ethnic and natural coloration. The spaces, between which he exists, are a contrast between light and darkness. Among the illustrations there are many large images of the tales characters presented in such a way that you can see the details of the embroidery on clothes, which helps to form a picture of the peoples of the
North as the carriers of a rich tradition of arts and crafts, which undoubtedly contributes to creating a positive and interesting image of the Northern ethnic groups. The book is rich with images of people in traditional clothing (men, women, hunters, shamans), scenes from the traditional life of peoples, such as tailoring with elements of fur mosaic, ritual dance of a shaman, hunter riding on sleds. Costumes of the Nganasans, for example, in general terms, are shown correctly, consisting of a cross-linked black and light-coloured deerskin with stitched inserts of a denticulate ornament built on the contrast of black and white colours, which corresponds with the traditional look of a Nganasan. The same can be said about the illustrations for tales of the Dolgans and Ents.

Quite expensive and richly illustrated publications of collections of fairy tales have come out in the 2010’s. For example, “Tales of the Amur” illustrated by the artist from Khabarovsk G.D. Pavlishin. In this collection, we can highlight a series of images dedicated to the image of children and the world of children. Thus, through these pictures a conversation is carried out in a language that is understood by any child, but with certain details pointing to the ethnic and cultural identity of the depicted character.

Three illustrations made by G.D. Pavlishin have been selected for the analysis: “Little Elga” (p. 175), “How Beldy stopped fighting” (p. 251), “Brave Azmun” (p. 5).
Head ornament to the Nanai tale “Little Elga”. Against the background of a patterned carpet there is a sitting girl dressed in a national costume. She holds a bow in her hands and there are many objects around her. In the foreground there are wooden toys: sleds, dogs and a deer. Behind the girls we can see a cradle, a round wooden plate with patterns and embroidered pieces of cloth, a tumbler and a beater for skin preparation. The objects are arranged in such a way that she is keen by viewing toys symbolizing a man’s world associated with hunting, while the items related to women’s activities serve as a backdrop and do not fall into the focus area of the heroine.

The carpet that serves as a background is decorated by the traditional Nanai ornament consisting of helical motifs. The same applies to the objects shown on the left from the girl’s figure.

In this illustration the artist presents not only the basic development of the plot, in which the heroine is drawn to the activities of her hunter father, but also the two types of items that characterize male and female occupations, as well as children’s toys that are traditional in the upbringing of boys in the Nanai culture.

The next illustration is based on the story of the Nanai tale “How Beldy stopped fighting”. Here, similar to the previous illustration, all the characters are pictured against the background of a patterned carpet. At first glance, we see an ordinary domestic scene from the life of the Nanai women and children. But what if we look...

more closely? A woman with embroidery and two twin boys are sitting on a plank-bed. A woman in a robe embroidered with patterns is sitting on the floor from the left. And before all of them, on the floor, there is a box with a lot of things in and around it: shells and animal figurines cut from sticks, as well as two wooden figures with dog heads. On the one hand, the viewer is watching an ordinary scene of conversations between the hostess and guests. But the items placed in the center of the composition are not toys as it may seem at first glance. If we address to the tale, it becomes clear that it is children depicted in the picture that are the main characters. Because they are twins, which is a very good sign among the Nanai people, they do fortune-telling. And this very moment was captured by the artist. Among the items lying on the floor and in the box there are two identical figures with dog heads. Women used these figures to smooth out the seams, and their children played with them. But also these figures were used in shamanic divination rites, in particular, with their help people learned about future children. Thus, in this illustration, the artist introduces us not just to the plot of the tale, but also to some cultural characteristics of the ethnic group and its traditions.

And finally, an illustration to the tale “Brave Azmun”. It demonstrates the moment of the first appearance of the tale’s hero, namely, where the hunters found him: he was tied to a pole on a floating khavykh-island holding a spear in one hand and a paddle in the other. In this case, the artist introduces a natural space as a background, only in a decorative manner. The figure of a child presented in the natural space demonstrates one of the principles of children’s upbringing in the culture of the peoples of the Far East: a child from an early age was engaged in the activities of adults, and in case of the tale’s hero it is fishing.

Thus, G.D. Pavlishin creates a series of drawings, through which not only children, but even adult readers can get acquainted with the
peculiarities of cultures of the indigenous peoples inhabiting the territory of the Far East.

Conclusions

The result of the study is a short overview description of how the decoration of children’s literature of the indigenous peoples of the North, Siberia and the Far East has been developed. It was determined that the active work on illustrating children’s books has been conducted since the 1930’s of the 20th century based on a serious approach to the study of the culture of small nations. Postwar publications are more colourful and attractive for children’s audience, over time the artists shift the emphasis towards more decorative design solutions of books in general. Starting from the 1980’s there are more and more publications, decoration of which includes stylization on traditional patterns and natural environment of the indigenous peoples of the North, and a bias towards the fantastic interpretation of images. Beginning from the 2010’s, when readers start approach the choice of books more legibly and critically, the level of complexity of illustration increases, and the authors, as well as the book publishers just like in the early twentieth century strive for accuracy and study ethnographic materials.

In addition, we made conclusions on how the most successful editions of collections of tales presented ethnoses, their culture, worldview and traditions. First of all, it is people with rich culture, experts in the field of arts and crafts. Based on how the characters of tales are presented in illustrations we can say that the indigenous peoples inhabiting the northern areas are able to survive in harsh environments due to the ability to find common ground with animals and nature, to see the world animated.

Also, based on the analysis we can talk about the techniques that artists often use in illustrating literature of the indigenous peoples:

– inclusion of patterns in pictures and the overall decoration of the book (either stylized in a common style or, which is observed in the publications of the last decade, according to the tradition of the people whose literature is illustrated);

– illustrating specific natural and climatic zone: the ground is covered with snow, ice, twilight sky, polar light, etc.;

– illustrating the diverse animal world, and often animals are endowed with anthropomorphic features: make human actions, dressed in clothes, live in a human home, interact with objects of the human everyday life;

– eliminating a generalized character of a human living in the territory of the North, Siberia and the Far East: dark-haired, with slanting eyes, strong and powerful, engaged in hunting, fishing if a character is a man, and cooking and sewing if the main hero of illustration is a woman or a girl. All people certainly wear clothes richly decorated with ribbons and embroidery, made of fur or leather. A human is always shown in conjunction with the forces of nature, as well as in connection with otherworldly powers (images of shamans, fantastic creatures and situations).
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Художественное оформление произведений детской литературы коренных малочисленных народов Севера, Сибири и Дальнего Востока

М.А. Колесник
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Россия, 660041, Красноярск, пр. Свободный, 79

В статье рассматриваются основные принципы художественного оформления детской литературы коренных малочисленных народов Севера, Сибири и Дальнего Востока, которые использованы художниками-иллюстраторами. Представлен анализ нескольких иллюстраций по сказкам народов Севера, проведен анализ оформления сборников сказок с целью определения того, какой образ того или иного этноса они формируют. Кратко охарактеризовано творчество таких мастеров детской иллюстрации, как Е.К. Эвенбах, Н.Г. Басманова, Г.Д. Павлишин, Е.М. Рачёв.
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